"In view of Government of India deciding to extend lockdown period upto May 03, 2020 to contain spread of COVID 19; on campus academic activities at ICAR-NDRI, Karnal and its regional stations will remain suspended till the said date. Online classes which were started after imposition of Stage-I of the lockdown on March 24, 2020 will continue to ensure completion of the syllabus of different courses on offer for the continuing II semester of the academic year 2019-20. Depending on how situations unfold, decision about conducting classes and semester end examinations will be taken as per directive and guidelines of Government of India. Students are informed to be in ready state for joining the institute at short notice for completing the academic requirements of the continuing semester such that the first semester of the next academic session i.e.2020-21 resumes as per schedule. Students are also advised to regularly track the institute website for any updates on resumption of academic activities"
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